A deep learning-based speech enhancement method is proposed to aid hearing-impaired listeners by improving speech intelligibility. The algorithm decomposes the noisy speech signal into frames (as features). Subsequently, a deep convolutional neural network is fed with decomposed noisy speech signal frames to produce frequency channel estimation. However, a higher signal-to-noise ratio information is contained in produced frequency channel estimation. Using this estimate, speech-dominated cochlear implant channels are taken to produce electrical stimulation. This process is the same as that of the conventional n-of-m cochlear implant coding strategies. To determine the speech-in-noise performance of 12 cochlear implant users, the fan and music sound applied are considered as background noises. Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by considering these background noises. Low processing delay and reliable architecture are the best characteristics of the deep learning-based speech enhancement algorithm; hence, this can be suitably applied for all applications of hearing devices. Experimental results demonstrate that deep convolutional neural network approach appeared more promising than conventional approaches.
Introduction
Speech recognition in background noise seems to be complex for hearing impairment individuals. Many users using conventional cochlear implant (CI) devices in quiet acoustic conditions have achieved near-to-normal speech understanding situation. 1 However, speech understanding ability of the CI users is negatively affected with the presence of competing talkers and environmental sounds (i.e. background noises). Speech reception threshold (SRT) is applied to measure the performance degradation. In other words, this can be defined as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where speech intelligibility achieved is 50 percent. When compared to the SRTs of normal-hearing (NH) listeners, the SRTs of CI users can typically vary in higher (worse) range from 10 to 25 dB. 2, 3 Based on the reports in literature, 4, 5 slow amplitude fluctuations or temporal gaps of stationary noise masker benefits have been slightly enjoyed by the CI recipients compared to the speech intelligibility of NH listeners. Nonetheless, release from masking has defined this process. 6 Most powerful spectral channels 7 in small quantity are formed by reducing the spectral information suggested by a CI. Temporal information is largely used by the CI users but when compared to NH listeners the modulated masking noise is highly susceptible by the CI users. 4, 8 Probably, CI user's speech understanding performance is decreased through combining increased modulation interference and decreased spectral resolution. This is evident with CI simulations tested for NH listeners. 4, 5, 9 Noise component of the noisy mixture can be attenuated using the proposed speech enhancement (SE) algorithms; hence, the perceived quality and intelligibility of the speech component is increased.
Limited success has been achieved by adopting conventional single-channel SE techniques. The recognition ability of NH and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners 10 is increased using the "auditory masked threshold noise suppression" technique 10 under noisy conditions. 11 Conversely, babble noise for HI listeners, 12 speech-shaped quality and speech intelligibility in speech-shaped noise were improved using the laboratory-tested sparse code shrinkage algorithm. Past works have reported that using single-channel enhancement algorithms for HI listeners has shown poor performance in word recognition but not for listener preference. [13] [14] [15] 53 In the current trend, machine learning approaches 16 have proved its great strength in speech intelligibility improvement for CI users, 17 NH listeners, HI listeners, [18] [19] [20] and medical signals. 6, [21] [22] [23] Normally, based on the incoming signal, gain function for noise and speech statistics is estimated. Nonetheless, the optimal gain function was estimated using the traditional machine learning approaches by means of incorporating prior knowledge of speech and noise patterns. This estimation is done to apply for the incoming signal. Speech intelligibility of both CI users 24 and NH listeners 25 is improved by applying Gaussian mixture models. NH and HI listener's speech intelligibility scores are highly improved using a deep neural network (DNN) algorithm. 19 In most of the research field, a machine learning method called deep learning is applied widely due to its improved classification performance. In other words, deep learning is mostly used for speech separation, SE, and speech recognition. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Depending on time-frequency units, the binary or soft classification decision is made using some data-driven methods to achieve SE. Example for this is monaural speech denoising achieved through estimating smoothed ideal ratio mask (IRM) or ideal binary mask (IBM). 31, 32 Speech intelligibility can be effectively improved using the hard targets IBM. Alternatively, speech quality can be improved by providing better prediction against soft targets IRM. At each frequency unit, a suppression gain can be inferred on IRM in the range of [0, 1]. Noisy features and estimated IRM are multiplied in an element-wise manner to obtain the improved features as a final output. Reduced speech distortion is achieved by suppressing noise in some degrees using efficient soft masking algorithms. Apart from this IRM direct prediction, joint optimization of DNNs having an additional masking layer and masking functions is examined and analyzed in Huang et al. 33 Furthermore, speech spectral is mapped directly using deep learning approaches for defeating the time-frequency mask prediction. Xu et al. 34 have used a large collection of heterogeneous data to train deep and extensive neural network architecture as well as to propose a DNN-based regression framework. The reason for the introduction of DNN-based regression approach is that it has acquired the ability to maintain both the high non-stationary noises and non-linear noises and to avoid the unnecessary assumptions on statistical properties of signals. 35, 36 Estimated clean speech signal in some cases has suffered from distortions due to the considerable noise removal from the noisy speech using the regression DNN. However, removing such distortions turns to be a tedious and challenging task. To solve this tedious task, variance equalization of features was applied for further post-processing the regression DNN. Thus, the distortions included in estimated clean features are removed effectively. Unseen noise conditions can be determined using the generalization capacity of deep learning approaches. Xu at al. 37 have used dynamic noise aware training method to enhance the generalization capability of deep learning approaches. Notably, the multi-objective framework has been developed through extending the DNN architecture. 38 For speech recognition, Kim and Smaragdis 39 have used the adaptation methods and improved the denoising autoencoder (DAE) performance at the test stage by means of applying a fine-tuning scheme. In low SNR condition, degradation of performance is considered to be another major challenging task. Under critical noise conditions, the speech intelligibility was enhanced in the work by Gao et al. 40 by means of integrating SE and voice activity detection (VAD) to a proposed joint DNN framework. In view of research point, SE using the more complex neural network is still in need to be studied and analyzed. Long short-term memory (LSTM) is explored in the work by Weninger et al. 41 Conversely, Fu et al. 42 have analyzed the convolutional neural network (CNN). Inferring source spectral and target source spectral are learned using the architecture with dual outputs by Tu et al. 43 In this work, we studied the speech intelligibility improvement of CI users in different background noises through combining deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) with an SE algorithm. The noisy speech signal is decomposed into features (frames) using an SE algorithm. Then, a DCNN is fed with decomposed noisy speech signal frames to produce frequency channel estimation. However, a higher SNR information is contained in produced frequency channel estimation. Using this estimate, speech-dominated CI channels are taken to produce electrical stimulation. This process is the same as that of the conventional n-of-m CI coding strategies. To determine the speech-in-noise performance of 12 CI users, the fan and music sound applied are considered as background noises. Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by considering these background noises. The short summarizations of this work are as follows:
Our main contributions are summarized as follows: Rest of this article is organized as follows: deep learning-based speech enhancement (DLSE)based SE algorithm is explained in section "Proposed algorithm description." Experimental setup of the proposed technique is described in section "Materials and methods." Results and discussions are explained in section "Result and Discussion." Section "Conclusion" concludes the article.
Proposed algorithm description
CI speech processing strategy implementation of Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE™) is integrated with the DLSE algorithm. MATLAB simulation of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Reference strategy
An implementation of a research ACE strategy acts as the reference strategy. To an automatic gain control (AGC), the noisy speech signals that are passing using a pre-emphasis filter and downsampled to 16 kHz are transmitted. Essentially, the acoustic dynamic range is compressed using AGC. Then, to a CI recipient having a smaller electrical dynamic range, this can be conveyed easily. Subsequently, to the compressed signal, a filter bank based on a fast Fourier transform (FFT) was deployed. For each of the M frequency channels (typically, M = 22), an estimate of the envelope was provided by the output of the complex FFT magnitude. Then, only for one electrode, each channel was allocated. To retain the subset of N channels having greater envelope magnitudes (while setting the subjects of CI processor, an audiologist set N < M), the envelope for each channel is mapped instantaneously with the loudness growth function (LGF). Also for electrical stimulation, the subject's dynamic range varies between the threshold level (THL) and maximum comfortable loudness level (MCL) (the parameters THL and MCL are used from the subject's CI processor). At last, the cycle of stimulation can be completed through sequentially stimulating the electrodes related to the selected channels. Notably, the channel stimulation rate is defined as a number of cycles per second, and the channel stimulation rate is N times the total stimulation rate.
Deep CNN classifier for SE
To an electrical output, the frequency channel envelope is transformed directly with CI processing and also it does not demand any of the reconstruction stages. Instead of doing pre-processing of the noisy signal, we prefer to combine the DLSE directly into the CI signal path. However, redundant synthesis stage is avoided and also delay and complexity of the system are increased with the introduction of additional noise. Essentially, pre-processing and DCNNs are the two main components of the DLSE algorithm.
Feature transformation (pre-processing). During pre-processing, elimination of silent frames from the signal and downsampling the speech signals to 8 kHz is performed. Amplitude scaling issues are addressed through normalizing each frame using Z-score normalization. Subsequently, training and testing stage in one-dimensional deep learning CNN should be conducted only after feeding the speech segments by removing the offset. Significantly, 10 ms hamming window included in 256-point short-time Fourier transform is applied to compute the spectral vectors. However, the window shift is fixed to 3 ms (64-point). For each frequency bin, the frequency resolution was fixed to 4 kHz/128 = 31.25 Hz. Symmetric half was removed to 129-point by reducing 256-point scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) magnitude vectors. Nonetheless, eight consecutive noisy SIFT magnitude vectors with duration 100 ms and size 129 × 8 included in the input feature are used by CNN for further processing. To obtain the unit variance and zero mean, it is important to standardize both the input features.
CNN architecture. Among artificial neural networks, CNN plays a common role. 44 A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is resembled by a CNN. An activation function included in every single neuron of MLP can perform mapping of weighted inputs to the outputs. In the network, more than one hidden layers are integrated to convert a single MLP into deep MLP. Likely, using a special structure, the CNN is assumed to behave the same as that of MLP. Following the architecture model, rotation invariant and translation properties can be shown by CNN with the support of special structure. 45 CNN architecture includes a rectified linear activation function and additional three common layers, such as a convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer. 46 The architecture of the proposed CNN model is summarized in Table 1 . Simply, CNN architecture is made up of nine layers (i.e. three convolutional layers, three max-pooling layers, and three fully connected layers). This arrangement of CNN layers is shown in Figure 2 . Using equation (1), the kernel sizes (3, 4, and 4) are used by their respective layer for convolution. This is done for every convolution layer (Layers 1, 3, and 5). To the feature maps, a max-pooling operation is employed next to every convolution layer. Notably, the feature map size is reduced by the max-pooling operation. In this article, the brute force technique is applied to obtain the filter (kernel) size parameter. However, 1 and 2 are the stride fixed for convolution and max-pooling operation. Layers 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8 have obtained activation function using the leaky rectifier linear unit (LeakyRelu). 47 Output neurons (i.e. 30, 20, and 5) are included in the fully connected layers. Moreover, Layer 9 (final layer) consists of w output neurons. Wiener gain function is applied to compute the softmax function.
Equation (1) is used to determine the estimated gain
(1) Fully connected 5 -- where τ is the frame, b is the Gammatone frequency channel. Here, priori SNR is indicated as S p NR which is shown in the below equation as follows
where α = 0.98 is a smoothing constant, λ D is the estimate of the background noise variance.
Using the below equation, the convolution operation is calculated
where N , n , and y represent the number of elements in y , filter, and signal, respectively. The term x denotes the output vector.
Considering the feature set (input sample size) in the back propagation algorithm, 48 the training stage of CNN is conducted. Parametric measure for the hyper-parameters, namely momentum, learning rate, and regularization ( ) λ is fixed to 0.7, 3 × 10 −3 , and 0.2, respectively. Benefits of using these hyper-parameters in the training stage are as follows: (a) controlling the learning speed, (b) assisting the data convergence, (c) and managing overfitting of data. Optimal performance can be achieved by adjusting the parameters depending on the brute force technique. Using equations (4) and (5), the weights and biases are updated
where C, t, m, n, x, λ, l, B, and W indicate the cost function, updating step, momentum, the total number of training samples, learning rate, regularization parameter, layer number, bias, and weight, respectively.
Materials and methods

Hardware/software
In MATLAB platform, DLSE algorithm and research ACE strategy are implemented. The ACE strategy implemented in a computer is applied to process the stimuli. Then, the implant users are directly presented with the processed stimuli. L34 experimental processor is used to connect the Cochlear NIC3 interface for delivering electrical stimulation. Subsequently, a coil receives radio frequency output delivered by the system. Ultimately, the subject's implant contains the stimulus data that are transmitted by a coil.
Subjects
Group participation is made with 12 CI users having Cochlear Nucleus CI implanted, and all are native Tamil speakers. A total of 12 CI users (files) are included in the Tamil speech database. However, 12 vowels sound (each sound extending to 3 s) and 18 consonant sounds comprised in each file. The size of sampling frequency is 16,000 Hz and each one holding 16 bits per sample.
During the initial study, 61 years was fixed as the mean age of the group; thereby, it may range from 23 to 81 years. For testing, single ear of each subject is considered. However, it is important to turn off the CI or hearing aid (HA) fixed to the contralateral side of each subject. At the initial stage of the study, 9.8 years was fixed as the implants mean duration ranging from 1.2 to 3.6 years. In ACE strategy, all subjects have acted like users. Table 2 indicates the subject's demographic data.
Processing conditions and stimuli
Target speech material is assumed to the vowels and consonants of Tamil language. Noisy environment applied in this study is divided into two forms namely, fan and music background. Then, vowels and consonants (i.e. two speech materials) were used to test all CI users under these noisy environments.
Processing conditions are of two forms: 
Used protocol
An adaptive procedure is used to measure the type I and type II error rates for two environmental conditions (i.e. two processing conditions (UN, DLSE) × two maskers (fan and music background)). This computation is performed in a sound-treated room with the help of an audiologist. During testing, the processing conditions, both the audiologist and subject, were kept in unseen condition (i.e. blind).
Evaluation
For each processing condition, the objective analysis is made before clinical testing. At different SNRs, the electrodograms were evaluated. Then, reference electrodogram is applied to compare the computed electrodograms using type I and type II error rates. Normalized values ranging from 0 to 1 is contained in the stimuli of an electrodogram. These values indicate the electrical perception varying from comfort level and threshold included in the frequency channel and frames, correspondingly. In quiet environment, with the presence of ACE, the processing speech was created using reference electrodogram. However, not including DLSE in this environment can produce good noise reduction result by means of applying processing speech for generating reference electrodogram. Type I and type II error rates were obtained by dividing the total number of possible errors to the summed type I and type II errors across all frames and frequency channels. With ACE maxima selection (11 chosen channels), the average error rates computed over 10 dB SNR and 20 characters at −4, 0, 4 are considered as the error rates of processing condition. Thereby, both the error types include equal number of possible errors and also control the introduction of a bias toward 2. Figure 3 displayed the outcomes of the objective analysis. UN providing the type I and type II error rates for music background changes from 36 to 66 percent and 95 to 15 percent which means SNR = −5 and 10 dB, respectively. Similar error rates are provided by the DLSE conditions with the cost of somewhat higher type II error rates (⩽14% and ⩽20% at −4 and 10 dB SNR, respectively) and with highly reduced type I error rates (⩽6% and ⩽17% at −4 and 10 dB SNR, respectively).
UN providing type I error rates and type II error rates varying from 20 to 42 percent and 4 to 10 percent (i.e. SNR = −4 and 10 dB, respectively) is indicated for fan background noise. With the cost of higher type II error rates, type I error rates are reduced using both the DLSE conditions.
Ultimately, not only noise is highly reduced with the DLSE algorithm but also some speech removal distortions are introduced. Compared to UN, the total error is also reduced for all SNRs and noise. These results support CI users in testing clinical speech performance and also achieved an improvement in speech perception. With the presence of two kinds of background noises (fan and music), the speech was disrupted in the second panel. DLSE processing method conditions are indicated in third panel. Ultimately, it is evident from Figure 4 that the proposed DLSE method is so beneficial for CI recipients by means of providing effective and superior intelligibility performance.
Result and discussion
Proposed DLSE-based approach efficiency is analyzed by comparing two neural network-based approaches: (a) comparison feature set (NN_COMP), (b) auditory feature set (NN_AIM) and Wiener filtering (WF). Comparison feature set: Using the same set of features (depending on a complementary set of features), 49 NN_COMP (comparison feature set) is generated. Moreover, from each 20 ms long timeframe concerning the noisy speech mixture, 49 the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), relative-spectral transform and perceptual linear prediction coefficients (RASTA-PLP), 50 and the amplitude modulation spectrum (AMS) 51 were extracted to produce the feature set. A dimensionality of 445 per timeframe (AMS (25 × 15) + RASTA-PLP (3 × 13) + MFCC) comprised the concatenated features. The delta-delta features for RASTA-PLP only (as described by Healy et al. 49 ) and delta (consecutive frame features difference) are used for concatenating the current timeframe which was extracted from the NN_COMP. Auditory feature set: The auditory image model 50 was used to the NN_AIM auditory feature set. For better comparing the two processing conditions, the statistical analysis was done individually for each noise type. Table 1 depicts the demographic data for this work. Based on the test, different probability distributions are used to compute the p values. If the selected significance level (generally 0.05) is greater than the p value then a good result is generated.
Speech intelligibility
For four SE algorithms, the SNRs of 0 and +4 dB was fixed to determine the speech intelligibility of both music and fan background noise conditions. Subsequently, the comparison is made with unimproved noise conditions. Clinical results of 12 CI users presented for the listening test are reported in this study. Results obtained for 12 CI users are tested on four SE algorithms by setting the SNR levels from 0 to +4 dB, and the mean scores of noise speech are indicated in Figures 5 and 6 . Averaged Character (letter) Correct rate (CCR) is the measure used for reporting the performance and it is shown in Figure 5 . CCR indicates the ratio of a total number of characters determined on each testing condition C t to the number of accurately determined character C c 
Speech quality
For both SNR of 0 and +4 dB and two noise conditions, the speech quality ratings were identified in terms of each algorithm. The obtained results are indicated in Figure 7 . Nonetheless, in most of the conditions, the normal distribution of data was not possible. Thus, non-parametric statistics are used and whisker and box plots are indicated. At the higher SNR, the speech quality is improved for achieving the speech intelligibility. Also, when compared to the music background noise, the proposed algorithm has shown better improvements in fan background noise.
Value of NN_AIM (p = 0.017) fixed at +4 dB SNR has shown significant quality rating improvement in the music background noise conditions (i.e. quality rating gained was 0.81). When fixed, NN_AIM (p = 0.0073), NN_COMP (p = 0.017), and sparse coding (p = 0.0021) at 0 dB SNR have shown significant improvements in the fan background conditions (i.e. improvement achieved is 0.44, 0.51, and 0.66, respectively). Also, value of NN_AIM (p = 0.0011) and NN_COMP (p < 0.001) fixed at 4 dB SNR has shown significant improvements (i.e. 0.98 and 0.85, respectively).
Effects of audibility
For each participant and condition, their speech audibility was measured through computing the speech intelligibility index (SII; ANSI, 1997). Table 3 depicts the SII values. The shadow filtering, noise after the deployment of enhancement gain function, and speech spectra were adopted for calculating SII to compensate with the enhanced conditions. However, a gain function is not used on sparse code processing but, depending on the difference between the original level and one-third octave bands and enhanced signals in 10 ms frames, a gain function was computed for calculating SII.
Furthermore, benefits on varying the speech spectrum level are determined by computing the SII value for original noise spectrum and enhanced speech spectrum. However, in response to unenhanced conditions there experienced only small decrease in the SII values; but the SII values slightly increase for Wiener filtering with respect to most processing and noise conditions. Here, babble noise also considered with existing two noise environments. Also, for NN_AIM and NN_COMP, both speech-shaped noise (SSN) conditions are shown (mean values increases in speech intelligibility index (SII) of 0.0157, 0.0131, and 0.0121, respectively, at 0 dB SNR and 0.00807, 0.00424, and 0.00357 at +4 dB SNR). Table 3 presents a performance comparison of different methods for three noise environments with different SNRs on the test set.
Perceptual evaluation of speech quality measure, short-time objective intelligibility measure, and lower processing delay-based evaluation
In the aforementioned sections, we determined the HA system components, individually. To identify the parametric values, this process supports a lot and under practical situations of these components, an acceptable performance is achieved with the identified parameter values. In this section, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated in terms of perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) measure, short-time objective intelligibility (STOI), and the low processing delay. Based on psychoacoustic principles, after temporal alignments with their respective signal, a test speech signal is analyzed using an objective measure called PESQ. 52 In the experiment, the above discussed six 3-s long input speech signals were used. To produce 4 dB SNR, the fan noise was added to the speech signals. The traditional WF method, NN_COMP, and NN_AIM were used for analyzing the performance of the proposed DLSE method. For all methods, the subjective evaluation was conducted on the sound quality output in the steady state. In the listening test, six subjects were made into participation for assessing the sound quality. A quiet environment is maintained and a pair of headphones is used for fixing them in both the ears and then the processed sounds were played. Varying the scale level from 1 to 5, each system's subject is rated; clean speech is listened directly with the scale level 5, and poor quality signal corresponding to the scale level 1 is considered as unacceptable. More importantly, continuous loud artifacts is indicated using the rating 1, continuous low-level artifacts as rating 2, intermittent lowlevel noticeable artifacts as rating 3, and very good to excellent speech quality is indicated using the rating 4-5. To obtain a straight comparison of "perfect" quality, the processed output and the input could be switched by the subjects. Prior to the start of the experiment, the subjects were placed in the clean sound environment. During rating of the processed sounds, clean audio can be accessed always by the subjects. Table 4 depicts the processing delays, STOI, and PESQ values of all methods and the user rating on 95% confidence intervals in mean values. User ratings of entire hearing methods and profiles are reported using the PESQ and STOI values. This helps HA algorithms for their parametric selection. When compared to the NN_AIM, NN_COMP, and WF method, the proposed DLSE method has gained better quality. Moreover, proposed DLSE method processing delay is compared with other methods. It is evident from Table 4 that the proposed method has produced more artifacts than the other methods, such as NN_AIM, NN_COMP, and WF method. Ultimately, the proposed DLSE method has achieved low processing delays and high spectral resolutions than good as other methods.
Conclusion
SE problem in CI users was assessed using DCNNs on considering the two important factors namely, speech quality ratings and SE. Using this algorithm, frames or features were formed through decomposing the noisy speech signal. Subsequently, a DCNN is fed with decomposed noisy speech signal frames to produce frequency channel estimation. However, higher SNR information was contained in produced frequency channel estimation. Using this estimate, speech-dominated CI channels are taken to produce electrical stimulation. This process was same as that of the conventional n-of-m CI coding strategies. To determine the speech-in-noise performance of 12 CI users, the fan and music sounds applied are considered as background noises. Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated through considering these background noises. Low processing delay and reliable architecture are the best characteristics of DLSE algorithm; hence, this can be suitably applied for all applications of hearing devices. NN_COMP and NN_AIM are the two neural network-based methods used for comparison. Experimental outcomes indicate that the proposed DLSE method has outperformed the existing methods in terms of subjective listening tests and qualitative evaluations. These findings have proved that SE performance of CI users can be significantly improved using this promising DLSE method.
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